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	 					Work	 0.38 0.80
				Leisure	 0.82	 1.26	
				Home	 0.23	 0.49	
				Money	 0.21	 0.36	
				Religion	 0.41	 0.91	
	
	 90	
LIWC	Domains	 Mean	 SD	
				Death	 0.15	 0.43	
		Informal	language	 1.97	 2.34	
				Swear	words	 0.07	 0.19	
				Netspeak	 0	 0.00	
				Assent	 0.98	 1.70	
				Nonfluencies	 0.7	 1.17	
				Fillers	 0	 0.00	
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